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Empress Contest Ends May 13
Winner To Be Announced
At Presidential Ball

Ch.

lCago

Trip Preludes Concert

by J, Ward Doering,
XU News Associate Editor

Cle ffers Sing At Rosary College

There are only five days left to enter your date in the
Empress of .Fam~ly pay. contest. The date of any student may
be entered m this highlight of the Family Day weekend.
The festivities begin on Friday, May 15, with the Clef
Club Concert and Dance in the Netherland-Hilton Hotel Hall

Tomorrow morning the Clef Club is off to Chicago. Under
the patronage of the Chicago Club of Xavier and the Xavier
~l~mni. in the Chicago area, the much-traveled glee club will
J?m with the youi:ig ladies of Rosary College in singing their
first con~ert of this type on Sunday evening, May 10.

of Mirrors. It starts at 8:30 p.m.
This concert will be the final
appearance of the year for the
Clef Club, under the direction of
Mr. Franklin Bens. Price of the
Concert and Dance is $3.00, and
for the Concert alone, only $1.00.
The finalists in the Empress contest will be presented at the
Dance.
At 9:30 p.m. the President's
reception for faculty and parents
will take place in the Armory.
The reception is for parents only.
A Mass in Bellarmine Chapel
will start Saturday's activities.
The Mass will start at ten o'clock,
and all are invited to attend.
At one o'clock there will be a
Flag Raising Ceremony. The
Pershing Rifles, under the command of Major Lucius Wright,
will present an exhibition drill. '
Then at 2:00 p.m. Coach Don
Ruberg's baseball Musketeers will
meet the University of Cincinnati Bearcats on the Xavier diamond.
At three o'clock 'the Masque
Society, under the direction of
Mr. Otto A. Kvapil, will present
a special ·program for Family
Day. The production, to be held
in the South Hall Theater, will
feature the entire Masque Society.
At four o'clock, the Very Rev-·
erend William J. Schmidt, S.J.,
Provincial of the Chicago Province of the Society of Jesus, will
preside at the Ground Breaking
Ceremony for the new $1,000,000
classroom building, which is to
be built on Herald Avenue.
At five o'clock, Benediction of
the Blessed Sacrament will be
celebrated by Rev. Francis Holland, S.J. The Rosary will be
said after Benediction. ·
After Benediction, at 5:30, it
will be dinner time in the Student Union Building. The menu
is highlighted by a choice of
Roast Beef or Baked Ham. Price
of the meal is only $2.50 for
adults and $1.00 for children.
·
At 7:30, a Band Concert, under
the direction of Mr. Gilbert T.
Maringer, will be held in the
Armory.
At 9:15, the Fieldhouse will be
the scene of the Presidential
Ball. Dancing will be to the
music of the Sammy Leeds Orchestra. The Empress of Family
Day will be crowned at the Ball,
and will preside over the evening.
At the same time as the Presidential Ball, a Bingo and Card
Party will be held in the Armory.
The combined cost of the Band
Concert~ the Presidential Ball,
and the Bingo and Cards Party
is only $2.50 a person. Tickets
are on sale in South Hall. To
enter your date in the Empress
of Family Day contest, you need
only to buy one ticket to the
Presidential Ball. Any student's
date may be entered.

Former Xavier
Grid Star Says
First Mass

bv Tom Cahill. News Associate Editor

A special program. is to be
presented with F'ranklin Bens,
Xavier director, sharing the
podium with the director of the
Rosary choral group. Moderator
Fr. Orrin Wheeler and the ·clef
Club officers have worked for

Xavier, parents, alumni, faculty,
and sh1dents, are not only invited but also encouraged to
attend. Mention should be made
right he1·e that this dance is not
restricted to the students alone.
Everyone is welcome.

The Reverend Benjamin J.
Urmston, S.J., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin D. Urmston, 7180
Hamilton Ave., will celebrate
his first solemn high Mass at
nine thirty o'clock on Sunday,
June 21, at St. Margaret Mary
Church, 1830 W. Galbraith Road,
North College Hill, Ohio. A
reception for the newly ordained
priest will be held at St. Margaret MarY. school hall from
seven •to nine o'clock on Sunday
evening.
Fr. Urmston attended Xavier
University in 1943 and was a
halfback on the football team.
In the army from 1943 to 1946,

Some Members Of The Xavier University Clef Club
Don Lackey and his orchesra
some months with Chicago area
students in the hope that this will play music for dancers only
will ,be a successful demonstra- immediately following the contion and the beginning o{ many cert. They will play until 1: 30
a.m. Another special feature of
more similar affairs.
The combined glee clubs will this year's dance is the announcoffer a musical tribute to Alan ing of the five finalists in the
Jay Lerner and Fredrick Lowe · Empress of Family Day Contest.
Tickets for the concert and
with selections from "My Fair
Lady." In addition, they will sing dance are $3.00 a couple; tickets
a hymn, "Let Thy Blessed Spirit," for the concert only are $1.00.
and a spiritual, "Plenty Good These are available from the
Room." Each glee club will also members of the club or in South
present a portion of their re- Hall. This is the one time during
spective concert programs. Henri the year when the Student Body

Rev. Benjamin Urmston, S.J.
he served in Europe and Asia.
On his return he entered the
Society of Jesus and received
four years of religious training
and of classical studies at Milford Novitiate, Milford, Ohio. In
1950 he transfered to West
Baden College, West Baden
Springs, Ind., to begin his study
of philosophy.
From 1953 to 1956 Fr. Urmston
was a member of the facuMy of
the University of Detroit High
School, Detroit, Mich,., where he
taught English and Latin and
was assistant moderator in the
Sodality of Our .Lady. In 1956
he returned to West Baden College for •his theological studies.
Father has one ·brother, Kenneth Urmston, now living in
New York. Ken, who also attended Xavier University, is a
professional dancer and appeared
on the Ed Sullivan show this
winter.
After his Mass and reception
Fr. Urmston will return to West
Baden College for his final year
of theological studies.

James Mooney
Golembiewski will •be on hand
to perform his piano duties as
usual, as will Bob Marshal,
soloist, and "The Chimes."
Returning to Cincinnati Monday morning, May 11, the Clef
Club will ·have time enough to
have their tuxedos pressed and
their vocal chords sp1·ayed for
the annual Spring Concert and
Dance on Friday, May 15 at
8: 30 p.m. The Hall of Mirrors
provides the setting for the
official opening of Family Weekend at which time an friends of

Mr. Franklin Bens
and the people of Cincinnati have
an opportunity to hear .this
renowned musical group. The
Clef Club has ·worked hard to
present a progrnm enjoyable to
all. Friday, May 15 is the time
for all to enjoy that program.

NOTICE
A recording will be made of
the final Clef Club Concert.
Anyone who wishes to buy a
reeord should see Bob McLaugh·
Un on or before Friday, May 15.
The eost of the reeord& Is $3.00.

General Read
Malies l11itial
Visit To Xavier
by Ed Stubenrauch
Lt. Gen. George W. Read, Jr.,
Commanding General of the Second United States Army, Fort
George G. Meade, Maryland, visited Xavier University May 5.
This was General Read's initial
visit to this camp1:1s.
U1>on arrival at Lunken Airport, General Read was greeted
by Lt. Col. Connolly, PMST, and
a Pershing Rifles Honor Guard.
After a conference with Col.
Connolly, the General was guest
of honor at an informal gathering
attended . by Father Ratterman,
Father O'Callagban, Mr. Vonderhaar, officers of the Xavier Military Department and Cadet
Colonel Haas of the Xavier
IJ,OTC Regiment. General Read
then toured local ROTC facilities.
After visiting the Military
Department, General Read conferred with the Very Reverend
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., President
of Xavier University, on ROTC
matters within the Second Army
area and particularly the program here at Xavier. The General then returned to Fort Knox,
Kentucky where he is attending
the 1959 Armor Conference.

Col. W. E. Grubbs
Conclitcts Annual
R.O.T.C. lnspection
Colonel William E. Grubbs,
PMST of the University of Kentucky, headed a Board of Officers, appointed by XX US Army
Co11ps, that conducted the annual
Formal Inspection of the ROTC
Regiment and Military Department here at Xavier on May 6.
All aspects of the local ROTC
program were scrutinized with
no m a j o r deficiencies being
noted. The inspectors visited
classes to observe instruction and
questioned students on material
covered during this academic
year. Students were in uniform
for all classes on this date.
Colonel Grubbs conferred with
The Very Reverend Paul L.
O'Connor S.J., President of Xavier and Reverend Henry J. Wirtenberger, Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences on ROTC
matters at this university.
A luncheon was held at noon
for the visitors in the Blue Room
of the Union Building. A number of university officials and the
Military Department of·ficers
were on hand for this event.
A ceremony was conducted at
1: 30 .p.m. at which time Colonel
Grubbs presented Department of
the Army Superi01· Cadet Award
Ribbons to: Cadet Lt. Col. Ronald
M. Protz, MS IV; Cadet 2nd Lt.
Rodney · W. McMullen, MS III;
Cadet Corporal J. Dennis Dohe1·ty, MS II; and Cadet Private
First Class Emmett J. Kelleher,
MS I.

·.~

,/
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iSl~K!t'r-

br lohn Lopdon

bJ R. DeVereau:s Vanek

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Last year most of the college
students had good excuses for
not working all summer. The
, recession saved the day for a lot
of us, 1but this year we may not
be so luc~y. If you want to avoid
joining the army of the employed
I have a few suggestions.
On the job application, where
it says age, put 116. When you
put down your height, put it in
centimeters and your weight in
grams. For references use names
like Johnny Stompanato, the
Marx Bros., and Emil Flaskgdrn.
!if this can be done in a foreign
language, do so by all means.
Now if the application isn't too
closely checked, and you get as
far as the personnel man, there
are all kinds of ways to discourage him. If he extends his
hand in a cordial manner graib
his thumb in your left hand
having it extend a slight 1bit over·
your fist. With your right hand
smash the top of his finger. Of
course if ihe merely asks you to
sit down, do so ·with your legs
folded under you on the chair in
yogi fashion. You might not sueceed in upsetting him ·if he is
nearsi.ghted, so the next step
would 1be to immediately start
asking him personal questions.
Don't stop and· let him intenupt
until you know if there was an~
insanity in his family, what his ·
nationality and denomination are,

and whether he has declared his
politics-with reasons.
This on- occasion may fail and
you may be sent for a physical.
Doctors are impatient so you
shouldn't have any trouble flunking the exam. When the doctor
tells you to strip to the waist,
for the heart check, call him a
lecherous disgrace to the medi•
cal profession a~d slap his face.
You can wait till the eye test if
the doctor seems the athletic
type. When he shows you the
·letter chart tell him you see
pictures of animals and space
people that you've seen !before.
J.f you are genuinely afraid of
doctors, sit on the receptionist's
desk in the outer of·fice and sing
"Where Were You· on Our Wedding' Day" to her.
Your last hope if all of these
fail is to louse up your job. 411
a caddy has to do is refuse to
carry the cl,ubs after 6 holes
because he's tired. A gas station
attendant can pour oil in ·the
radfator to have his employer
reconsHler his choice. No matter.
what you do, you can easily
cause disharmony among employees ·by starting rumors and
constantly complaining.
If you succeed in remaining
unemployed the !battle is only
half won. Now you iwill have to
explain to people that you really
aren't SICK.
1111111

•1111•-

STAGELIGHTS
bJ Stafford P. Moone1

Coney Island's Moonlite Gardens is now open for Saturday
night dancing, and will operate
on a Wednesday through Saturday basis 1beginning May 27. This
is the best dance floor and most
beautiful ballroom in the country, for my money, and this
season most of the top bands in
the country are due to play
Moonlite.
Tomorrow night the W 111
Hauser orchestra and the Three
Honeys, who performed so well
at the Mardi Gras dance, are
scheduled; on May-16, the GlennMillerlsh Tex Beneke band. Clyde
Trask and the Four Coins will
be In for two nights, Ma1 2Z
and 23.
·
Charlie Kehrer begins the fall
dancing schedule on May 27, followed· by Burt Farber, wellknown around town for his piano
work and lately Arthur Godfrey's musical director. On June
10 Jimmy James takes over the
bandstand; Buddy Monow follows on the 17th. The Tommy
Dorsey orchestra, led by Wanen
Covington, which wlll play ne:xt
year's Military Ball, are In ·on
June 24.
The rest of the season includes
such attractions as Stan Kenton,
the Jimmy Dorsey band, Les
Brown, Ralph Flanagan, Larry
Elgart, Pee Wee Hunt, and.Ralph
Marterle. Looks like a great year
for CJncy dancers!
Bill Berry, former trumpet
player with the Maynard Ferguson, He11b Pomeroy, and Woody
Herman bands, and now working
with· Dee Felice at the Blue
Angel, has opened his own studio
and is looking for students. Bill
plans instruction in modern harmony, dance band arranging, and
individual instruments. He also
hopes to organize a workshop
band where young musicians will
get a chance to put the playing
and arranging into practice. Anyone interested may contact Bill
at the Blue Angel or by calling

If you want to be entertained by lofty, noble, and highly
sophisticated music and drama, wait for the summer opera
season, and, _by all means, avoid the South Hall Theater for
the next three nights.
. .
BI 1-3975..

·Should you find yourself in the
mood for some light-hearted
musical comedy, however, drop
in at the Masque Society's musical, "Piccola Pisa." I paid such a
visit to the theater on the campus and was rather pleasantly
surprised.
After a lively overture, the
curtain opened and during the
first few scenes the audience was
treated to 'quite a bit of excellent costuming, scenery, and
feminine .pulchritude but such
"trivial-essentials" were forgotten when a gent named John
Lyons described America to a
group of pretty young ladies in
a song called "Tell Us About the
U.S.A."
Lyons and a pert little gal
named Maureen Stretch play the
"cocktail guggling" socialite children of an Italian couple who
return to their native land. The
results of th~ homecoming are
quite amusing. Terry (Maureen
Stretch) is the real spoiled snobbish brat of the family. The songs
which best diS}>lay her talents
are a first act rhythmical blues
number called "Nobody" and a
show closer titled "Farewell to
the Men."

enthusiastic house. Putting it
simply, the gal really sells a
song.
Josie Guglielmi was another
young lady who drew loud applause from the audience. She
teamed with John Lyons as the
one · boy-girl team in two topnotch duets. A number entitled
"In Your New Affair" was probably the better number.
Tihere was a "first" for the
Masque SOciety in that they
added a ballet to their repertoire
of "impossible tasks." All I can
say for the ballet is give us more
as long as the likes of Phyllis
Tolwig acts as choreographer and
prima b'allerina. Add the combined grace and beauty of girls
like Mary Ader or Ruth Schutte
to the work of Jim Newell and
others, and you have a pleasing
effect.
.
No Masque production would
be complete or possible witho~t
regulars like Tom Eckstein, Dixie
"Slim" McBrayer, Kay Steelman,
Dom Bernardi, Jim Dusablon,
Mary Ann Martin, Jerry Simon,
Alan Welch, ·Rose Henner, and
many other unsung heroes. These
people each contri·buted, some
in a very la11ge way, and others
in a large manner. From my
The real show stopper, though, point of view, there were no
is a young Miss named Terry . small or bit"' parts.
Froehle. This young lady from
Fr. John Reinke gave another
the Westwood area of Cincy has stel'ling performance with the
the voice and build. of a com- musical accompaniment. As a
bination Ethel Merman an d final comment, I might say that
Sophie Tucker. Her rendition of "Mr. Kvapil and crew" have
a "red-hot mama" ty.pe number another hit on their hands.
called ''There's Still Plenty of You've only. three nights left to
Life," brought cheers from an enjoy the fun they offer.

x.u.

Music
Stand

'

Vocalist Lois Nemser and guitarist Don Miller won top awards
in their fields in •a "Midwest
CoHegiate Jazz ·Festival" held at
Notre Dame recently. Judges for
the contest included Charles
Suber, publisher of DOWNBEAT,
accordianist .Art Van Damme,
and Frank Holzfiend, owner of
the Blue Note 'in Chicago. Groups
from 16 colleges participated in
this first annual event. Both Lois
and Don perform at J a z·z
Bohemia and have just made a
record of the songs which they
did at Notre Dame, the record
being available at Jazz Bohemia
too.
·
Downtown, the ever - young
George Lewis 'Dixieland band
just returned from a successfui
European tour, plays J'.riday,
Saturday and Sunday at the Sinton; the hard-driving Muriel
Roberts trio is at the Gibson Girl
for a month's stay.
PLATTER PICKS: It's "Jazz
Festival Month" for Columbia
Records and the Columbia people
have issued· a sampler containing
selections by Duke Ellington,
Gerry Mulligan, Lionel Hampton, Benny Goodman, Dave Brubeck, Miles Davis, J. J. Johnson,
and several other artists who
record for the label. The sampler
is selling' in most record stores
for $.98 ($1.29 if .you want stereo)
and would be a bargain at twice
the price.
Also new on Columbia this
month Is "Golden- Vibes," wbleb
features Lionel Hampton, mlnu
his u1aal loud aceompanlment.

News Editorial

LOSERS AGAIN?
Once again the dorm students of Xavier Universit
appear to be well on their way to a victory in the contelt
to determine whjch group, "day-hops" or "dormies,11 dates
the better looking, more personable girls.
At this sat stage of the contest, the dorm students greatly
outnumber the Cincy-based men in the Empress of Family
Day contest. They have submitted almost twice as many
entries as have their day-student counterparts. This seems a
bit ridiculous when you consider the fact 'that day-students
outnumber dorm students here at Xavier by a margin of
almost 3-2.
We can not help but wonder if the day students of this
city have any male pride. If they do, they certainly aren't
making any efforts to let it be shown. We also wonder if they
are really as proud of the young ladies they date as they
would have us believe.
The deadline for the contest has been extended to Wednesday, May 13, 1959. We remind all students that this will
be the only time they will be able to enter their dates in such
a contest. The Empress of Family Day honor is the only one
of its kind open to any girl from any school, as long as she is
·
the date of a Xavier man.
We will Close with a question addressed to ·all Xavier
men and to the day-hops in -particular. Just how great is your
pride in the girls you date, fellows?

······~···········································

by lohn Finn
and Terry Lautenbach

···········~······································
One of the signs of an expert his three remaining spade tricks
bridge player is his ability to set East follows suit throughout:
up and execute an end play. An West discards the three of diaend play, as its name indicates, , monds and the four of clubs on
occurs at the end of the play of the last two spade rounds. Dumthe hand. It is effected by placing my discards the four of hearts
your opposition in the lead and South now leads the three of
thereby forcing him to lead into clubs and captures the trick with
~ te~ace !n your hand, t~us th.e queen of clubs in dummy,
fmessmg himself. The follc>wmg with East shiffing the two of
hand describes this type of play diamonds. South has now convery well.
firmed the fact that West holds
N
a long Club suit. ·
S-K Q 5
Declarer now cashes three diaH-8 'J 4
mond tricks ending up in the
D-K Q 'J
dummy. On the last diamond
C-K Q 'J 2
round, West discards the six· of
E
hearts. Declarer now has a pretty
w
S-10 9 3 I
clear picture of. the remaining
S-8.,
B-10 9 3 I
card distribution. From the disB-KJ8
0-9 8 ·6 I
cards and the play, he deduces
D-5 4 3
C-5
that West is holding. two hearts
C-J 10 9 8 4
and two clubs and · that East
s
holds four hearts. The end play
S-A J 6 4
is now definitely in sight.
H-AQ5
He now leads the king of clubs
0-A J 10
from North, East discards the
C-A 8 3
two of hearts, declarer plays the
South-dealer
six of clubs-, and West plays the
N-S-vulnerable
nine. The avenue to victory is
s
N
E
easy to ·follow from this point.
2NT
P
p
6NT
p
p
Declarer leads the seven of clubs
thus putting West into the lead
Opening lead-Jack of Clubs and forces him to lead hearts into
by We s t-Dummy plays .his declarer's Ace-Queen tenace, and
deuce, East drops the five, and the contract is made. Note that
declarer wins with his ace.
the contract" couldn't ibe set as
Declarer immediately figures East couldn't capture the club
West for a Ion.g club suit. South trick and· with West leading, it
now leads the four of spades and made no difference if East or
"'.ins the trick in dummy with West held the king of hearts as
the Queen. Declarer now cashes declar_er had last play.

w
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Lionel, backed only .by rhythm
and an occasional comment from
the reed section, l'lldes 1klllfull1
through .such standardl as "MJ
F~r Valentine," "Satin Doll,"
and The High and tbe Mll'btr."
Pleasant llstenlnl', eapeela1J1 for
the late evenln1 mood,
J. J. Johnson .has been the top
t~ombonist in Jazz for four or
five r,ears now. In "Blue Trombone, Jay is joined by Kaz
Roach, Paul Chambers, and

Tommy Flanagan in a ham
blowing session where everybody
gets plenty of solo room and uses
it ably. Roach almost steals the
album with his exciting drumming, but overall this .is the kind
of music which results from
teamwork between top instru.;
mentalists left. to their own ideas.
Tunes include "Hello Young
Lovers," "Gone with the Wind,"
and the Xavier theme song "100
Proof."
' ·

=
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~.,Mh Finals Tonight

Prz)'!bylinski, Stephen J. Snyder,
Thomas N. Spaeth, and Thomas
E. Young.

Twelve Orate On Modern Education
by Fran McMannu
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Company G-1, Pershing Rifles,
Xavier University, won the 10th
Pershing Rifles Regimental Drill
Meet at the University of Arizona, Tuscon, Arizona on May 2,

The trip was made by a USAF
airplane from Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.
Travel to and from Dayton was
via chartered bus.

Strolling Artists
To Visit Evanston
Campus Soon

On Wednesday, April 29, twelve Xavier students verbally
dissected and explored modern education. The occasion was
the semi-finals ot the Dean's Speech Contest, sponsored by
the Dad's Club. The general topic was: "What Value Modern
Sometime next week, strolling
Education?". In answering this question, the speakers-the 1959.
artists from the Cincinnati Art
two best speakers from each Principles of Speech .sectionThirty-five (35) cadets entered 'Distinguished Stude1it' Academy will visit the Evanston
. were free to take any sensible ·view, pro, con, humorous, or this competition and were acFourteen MS III cadets were Campus. Preferably on sunny
serious.
companied on the trip by Father
days!

The purpose ·of the Dean'•
Speeeh Contest ls to stimulate
student Interest In public speakln1 as an essential requirement
· of a university rraduate. Bob J~
McLaughlin, chairman and M.C.,
further explains, "The ablllty to
speak In public ls the mark of
an educated man."

Of the twelve participating
students, Patrick Kilfoil, Francis
McManus, Albert Mechley, Gregory Schneider, John Conlon,
Kenneth. K-lueh, James Mueller,
John O'Connor, George Haas,
Edward Schmidt, Angelo Loiria,
and Joseph Wesselkamper, six
will contest in the finals which
will be held at a series A convo·cation in the Armory May 8 at.
1 :30 p.m. Three trophies and two
speaking certificates will then be
awarded to the deserving men.

Xavier Lauded
For Generous
Patna Support
The Students of Xavier University
Evanston Station, Cincinnati, 0.
Dear Men of Xavier:
The nice round sum of one
thousand dollars which you sent
1o us last month arrived a few
days ago, for which, thanks a
million!
I assure you there ·are a hundred and one 'places where such
a donation could be used to
advantage, and I wish you could
see how much good will be done
because of the sacrifices you
have made. And don't by any
means underrate the. sacrifices
either! They are pure gold, when
it comes to work for souls, and
I know that with each dollar
that was sent the sacrifices you
have made came along too, and
it will be the sacrifices which
give the money added value.
The gratitude of the Patna
Jesuits is always backed up with

Mark Hurtubise, Lt. Darryl E.
prayer. Every one who helped McCartney and M/Sgt Earl A.
make it possible to send us such Higgins.
a donation .will get a share in
The straight drill platoon comthe spiritual return made by our
Fathers here. There are regular manded by Cadet M/Sgt Robert
prayers and Masses offered for J. Kopecky took first .place and
our benefactors by the Fathers ·the exhibition platoon, comand the Xavier students certainly manded by Cadet M/Sgt. Edward
qualify for a large share.
L. Kuntz, took first place. For
Please pray for our work here winning · the two first places,
in India. The labors undertaken Xavier was awarded the "Sweepfor souls by each of us stand to stakes" trophy, meaning the best
profit greatly by the recommen- · team in the drill meet.
dation of good,. zealous people
After the drill meet on Saturday morning, the entire comlike yourselves.
In my own name and that of pany . made a motor trip to
all the Patna Jesuits, many Nogales, Mexico for the rest of
than.ks once again for your gen- the day, returning to Tucson late
eros1ty and zeal. May God bless Saturday night.
-you.
Sunday, the team returned to
Devotedly in Christ, Cincinnati, wearing sombreros,
E. F. Mann, S.J.
beating bongo drums, and snapVice Provincial
ping castanets, souvenirs from
Patna, Bihar
India
"South of the Border."

designated as "Tentative DisThe artists wlll set up their
tinguished Military Students."
These persons were so designated stands at favorable locations an4 ·
because of their high standing go about their painting. Xavier
in the Military Department both men are welcome to watch and
academically and from the discuss "les beaux arts" with
standpoint of their military apti- these talented visitors.
Arrangements were made by
tude. In addition these students
are in the upper half of their the X.U. Fine Arts Committee
class in the university. If these through the courtesy of Mr. Her·
students maintain thek present bert Barnet, dean of the Art
standing and do as well at the Academy.
ROTC camp at Fort Sill, Oklahoma ,this summer !they will be i 1
designated "Distinguished !Mili- 11
tary Students" at the .beginning
: ITALIAN AND AMBBICAN
of their senior year.
POOD
Persons designated as "Tenta3631 MONTGOMBBY Bii.
tive Distinguished Military Stu)
dents" are: William J. Becker,
I Mlnatea Prom X.Tler
Louis E. Busemeyer, Edwin C.
Gerth, Robert J. Kopecky, Dale
<One Block &oath of· Dua)
M. Kopinski, Edgar L. Kuntz,
IElfenon l·tlM
William L. Lamey, Robert N.
Mallardi, Rodney W. McMullen,
1
Robe11t S. Nawalaniec, James P. 1

Open Monday and Thursday Nights 'til 8:30 for All You Students
Whose Daytime Hours Are Taken Up With Classes and Athletics

""RSITY SHOP

~

SECOND FLOO!t

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
1818 Monqome17 Raad

EVANSTON
One Block Soat.b of Dua
A Few Blocu Nortb
Of 'l'be Do,..
Bachelor llenlM
l'lall Dl'J llalldl•

' B011B SDVIOB

Oat WILDROOT
CREAM·OIL Charlie!

CHICO'S

BEAT THE HEAT AN'D DRY ClEANING' BILLS!

PALM BEACH "WASH &. WEAR"
DACRON-AND-COTTON SUITS

39.95
75 % Dacron, 25 % cotton . . . the cord fabric that washes
~ith ease, dries to a smoothness that needs little or
no ironing. Tailored with the natural shoulder look you
young men prefer ... in charcoal that doubles for dress-up
and casual wear. Sizes 38 to 44, regulars and longs.
MABLB1''8 VAB81'1'1' SBOP -

SECOND FLOOR -·CAREW STOBB ONL1'

Mabley's Varsity Shop Is
Your Shop ... Planned for
Every Young Man's Taste!
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Muskie. Nine Wilis Fourth Straight ·Game
Batsmen Come Ali~e To Support
Good Pitching By XU Moun4smen
by Hap O'Danlel, News Asst. Sports Editor
Denny Poillon's bases-loaded double, which· plated three runs
in the first inning, provided the spark as the Xavier baseballers
avenged an earlier 11-0 d~feat by downing Miami 6-3 Tuesday
at Xavier.
.Poillon's blast marked the first to provide further support..
time this season that the MusHaas Bandies Bellarmine·
keteers · have had the lead first
News Sports Editor
George
_Haas twirled a· twoin a game. Every. win thus far
has ··.-been a come-from-behind hitter, striking out seven, to 1aln
ROOM FOR OPTIMISMa 3-2 win over Bellarmine last
effort.
The victory Tuesday was the Thursday at Xavier. The Muskies
Jim McCafferty may. be looking forward to the 1959-60
basketball campaign with as much anticipation as. he greet~d Muskies' fourth stralrht and filth pushed across three unearned
·Norm Deeb
· the past season.
·
in the last -six gamei, ralsinr runs In ·the last of the Ith· for
...
Moves
Across River
the
final
margin.
This appears strange in view of the fact that next winter their record to 6-9. Dick Strenk,
might aptly be called a time of rebuilding and that last winter who fanned seven, spaced ten
Haas did not allow a hit a·fter
hits for the win.
was a hoped-for time of achievement.
the third inning as •both BellarTerry Brannen, who doubled mine runs were also unearned.
But the '59-'60 cagers will have something going for them
that the '58-'59 crew didn't-which may lar.gely explain the and singled, was the only Muskie Labmeier created the most noise
McCafferty optimism. Next year's basketball schedule features with two safeties.
for Xavier as he poled a triiple
15 home games, four more than last winter.
Dresmann Gains Win
and single.
In addition, .the schedule _has contracted to normality,
Norman Deeib, line coach at
After a shaky start, Blll DresClncy On Tap
after ballooning last year into a monster that nearly devoured mann settled down to· scatter
'!iwo road games face the Xavier, resigned Tuesday to
its maker. The new slate is spiced neatly with "breathers," nine hits and received credit for Muskies next week as they jour- accept the head coachin•g job at
particularly in its early stages where it is hoped .that the hls second win as the Muikles ney across town to play Cincin- Newpor.t Catholic High School.
much-counted-on sophomore crop will get its varsity legs.
Deeb, a native of Shelbyville,
bombed VIiia Madonna 11-3 nati Monday and head for HunMcCafferty has announced a schedule that is weaker than Monday at Xavier.
tinigton to oppose Marshall Wed- Ky. and a former standout tackle
last year's, but not one that is second-rate. Competition will
at Eastern · Kentucky, held the
Dressmann received lusty hit~ nesday.
include St. Bonaventure, Cincinnati, Dayton, Miami (0.),
ting support from his mates,
The true test of a good ball position 1but one year. He came
Western Kentucky, Louisville, Marquette, Detroit and Seattle. chiefly
to Xavier last August as a rein the 1person of Jerry
"Big Jim," entering his third year_ as Musketeer mentor, Wessels, who singled, douibled, club comes on the road, and the placement for Jack Gearding,
Musketeers are anxious to prove
can point out several other items, besides the schedule, that
and tripled to drive in four runs that their winning way of the who resigned last sprinig.
contribute to his optimism. "We'll definitely have greater and
The ·results of Coach Deeb's
score two himself.
speed," says Mack. "We'll have a fine crop of sophomores,
last two weeks hasn't been· a quiet .but able tutelage are borne
Great
Support
fluke.
more competition for starting ber.ths, which is a healthy
out by the fact ;that the MuskeMike Gallagher tripled and
-..If the hitters can continue teer defensive line allowed foes
situation, and two returning starters around which to build."
The returning regulars are guard and captain, "Ducky" singled, John Gieske doubled and their e~plosive pace and . the an average of only 101 yards
Castelle and forward Ron Nicolai, who last season was the singled, Carl La1bmeier singled . defense holds up," says Coach rushing .per game last fall.
club's top rebounder.
twice, and Denny Poillon tripled Ruberg, "everything should come
In his first of£icial move, Deeb
"A great deal," contends McCafferty, "depends on whether
out all right."
hired graduating Xavier quarterNicolai and Castelle can maintain the pace they set during
back Ralph Lane as his assistant.
LINESCORES the last •half of the past season." Statistics compiled by X.U.'s
Xavier Freshman Coach Ed Biles
Miami
-......
000
010
002-3
10
1
publicity mill indicate that Castelle in the final eight games
Xavier -.... 303 000 OOx-6 '1 t has been offered the vacated
scored 16.6 points per game while shooting at a 40% clip. The
All gym equipment must be Strenk and ·Polllon; lutswJr, Xavier line coach job.
aggressive Nicolai, over the final dozen or so games, tallied taken from the baskets bJ May 21
Ti118on (4) and Kuehn
9 points a game and averaged 11 rebounds.
or It will be confiscated.
Xavier
.. 000 502 004-11 10 2
Nicolai and Castelle, however, are the lone Muskies who
The cage will not be open after
Villa ...... 020 000 010- 3 9 '1
can lay reasonable claim to a starting berth. Says Coach May,21.
Dresmann and Polllon; SchnelMcCafferty of the other three first-string positions, "They're
• •
der, Emmrich· (5), Hodge (9) and
wide open. We hope for quite a battle over them."
The intramural horseshoe-pitch·
·
The vacant guard post can go to any one of a number of ing tourney will begin Wednes- Powers
candidates. Returning guards are Al Gundrum, Jim Haffner, day, May 13. Entries must reg- Bellarmlne 100 001 000-2 2 t
Ricky Jannott and Tommy Malone. Not to be discounted in ister Monday or Tuesday with Xavier ...... 000 000 03x-3 6 t
the least are Frosh graduates Billy Kirvin and Jim Enright Coach Ruberg in the Fieldhouse Martin and Noonan; Baas and.
who did nothing but impress last year. It goes without saying or with Jack Grix.
Polllon

Coach Deeb Quits,
Takes Head Joh At
Newport Catholic

BULLETIN
BOARD

••

that Mccafferty is talent-rich at the guards.
Up front, the open forward and center berths will either
be filled from among Rich Piontek, Charlie Phillips, Ed Tepe
and Bill Middendorf, the returning Musketeers, or by Sopliomores-to-be Jack Thobe, Frank Pinchback, John Hannigan,
Pete Schmeling and Jerry Anti!.
Without a doubt the spirit of competition next winter will
be keen. The team spirit, generally, will be better, the talent
deep though in spots unproven, and the schedule human.
Next year's basketball should be interesting-but we won't
say more. The limb we climbed out on last year cracked.

Tennis, Golf Teams Go On. Road; Try
To Pull ~eason Records Above .500 Mark
Bob Tomoff, who won his
singles match, was Xavier's only
winner. Monday, as the tennis
team dropped an 8-1 decision to
Cincinnati, making the season
record 2-3.
Bob Peterson and Jack Adam,
both singles winners, were the
only Musketeers on the credit
side last ·Friday as Dayton took
a 7-2 win at Dayton.
Netmen Cop
· Only two days earlier, Xavier
has claimed a 5-2 win at Xavier
as Peterson, Adam, Tomoff, Mike
McConville and Tom Beerman
all won single matches to pave
the way to victory.
·
Bellarmine College defeated
the netmen 6-3 last Thursday on
the XU courts. Adam and Joe
Jordan were the only singles
winners, and teamed to win a
doubles match.
.
· Road Gama
The netters are on the road
for their net two matches, tackling Bellarmine Monday at Louisville and Miami Wednesday at
Oxford.
A scheduled golf match with
Dayton at Dayton Tue1day had
to be pos~ned became, of all

things, a stalled car. Jee Ziegler,
who was driving the entire 1ixman contingent, developed car
trouble h'alfway to Dayton. The
postponement left the golfers'
season record at 4-6.
Fort Knox Pnvalls
Fort Knox's golf team, strength~
ened ·by four pros, took a double
decision from the · Musketeer
golfers last weekend, prevailing
20-7 Saturday and 21-6 Sunday.
First round Xavier scores were
Joe Ziegler 75, 79's by Dick
Baerman, Denny Delrose and Ed
Jacob, Tony Conlon 80 and Bod
McMullen 82.
'
Baerman and Jacob each
carded 77's to pace XU in the
second round, followed .by Ziegler· and McMullen with 80 and
Conlon ·and Delrose with 82.
Llnbmen Alto Travel
The linksmen travel to Hunington, W. Va. tomorrow to meet
Marshall. Monday will find the
Musketeers in Columbus for the
Ohio Intercollegiate Tourney.
The Musketeers, who finished
7th in a field of 14 last year, are
given a "fairly .good" chance of
finishing in the moriey by Coach
Ray Baldwin. ··

Who's The· Fairest OJ Them All?

Call Issued For Cute Coeds
Xavier University
Cincinnati 7, Oblo.
Dear Xavier:
. . Once again, we're calling for your help In rounding up a series
of candidates for our annual .Campus Queen contest. As you know,
SPORT publishes over the fall and winter months a roster of pretty
coeds gleaned from a national search, and asks Its readers to pick a
winner. The contests have been well received among our readen
and the colleges, over the past eight years. We hope to continue tbla_
success In the 1959-60 ieason.
.If. you have a pretty coed on the campus who will not graduate
before June, 1960, please let us know. All we ask Is that .she have
that outdoor American girl look, a pretty face and a handsome figure.
U you have a candidate, would you kindly send us some good, glouy
photos of her. We don't want studio-type sophisticated cheesecake
or portrait Jobs. What we do· want are Informal photos, with some
kind of a campus background, giving us a good view of the gal's face
and figure. We'd like her in casual, campus dress. If she ls a cheerleader or drum majorette, we'd like photos of her In "uniform." If
you could include the vital. physical statistics and a brief outline of
background data, we would be home free.
The flnt entry In our contest will run In the September blue
(on sale in August). We are accepting entries now and wlll contlllae
to do so for the next four monthl.
Many thanks for all your put help and I hope you can suppJ7
us with a pretty candidate.
Best w111a-.
Steve Gelman
Auoclate Editor
SPORT Mqulne
Ed's. Note:
Gentlemen of Xavier. Little exhortation should be .necesaary to
urge you to back a Xavier "Campus Queen" candidate. The pride of
the university is at stake. The faith of the Evening College alrb in
us han1s in the balance.
·
We must prove to those Americans who bask in the sun of
i1norance fhat Xavier has the World's Most Beautiful Women.
Urie your gali of the Evening Colle1e to send us their photOI.
Encourace the reluctant.
' ~
·
And, .girls, don't be ahy. If proof of our claim is called for, prove
it we. must. Send a snapshot to the News, care of Xavier tJnivenlt)',
aa quickly as possible. Selection procedure will be announced in
next week'• issue, by which time a procedure will be formulated.

~

Coaoh Ed Biles
.
. . . Considering Line Post
----------::---

I ntram" ura Is

Dayhop-Dorm Track Meet
Set For Next Thursday
Intramural Direetor · Don Ruberg has set the date of the sec·
ond annual dayhop-dorm track
meet for next Thursday, May 14
.at 3:45.
.
Last year tbe dorm students
won almott bJ default, as onlJ a
handful of daj'bops tamed out
for the meet. The dorm students
won ever)' event.
Events to· be run off include
the 100, 220, and 440 yard dashes,
a 440-yard relay, the broad jump,
high jump, and shot put.
Ruberg has supplied the list of
last year's winners, who natur·
ally qualify as record-holders, to
give· this year's entrants something at wihich to shoot.
100 ·Jard dull: Sal Ricotta and
Bill Ireton, :11.4
110 ·Jard duh: Jim Prendiville,
:25.9
'
.uo Jard dull: Wilt Wilson and
Bob Whelan, :ea
.UO Jard rela1: Jerry Lukowitz,
Jack· -Lenhard, Jiin · Prendiville,
Mike Galla1her, :51.2 .
Broad lamp: Jim Prendiville,
1'1''1"
'
W,b lamp: Eqene Tomezak,
5'2" .
·.
BbOt Pat: Joe SchrOeder, 87'2"

·~-----..--t-

------- -
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'59-'60 Cage
Slate Has 15
Home Contests

Fans Crowd Grassy Athletic. Field As
Spring Brings IM .Softball To Xavier
by Rap ()'Daniel,

Spring, the season of sweltering, simmering, and sedentary
days spent under the bright beams of Old Sol has arrived at
Xavier of Ohio with much the same effects ~hich it causes
on other hallowed campuses throughout the country.

Head Basketball Coach James
McCafferty yesterday announced a 1959-60 cage schedule
that includes· 15 home games and
10 0 pponents not encountered in
J.

1958-59.

Twelve contests will be played
in Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse
and three In the Cincinnati Garden. Fleidhouse opponents Include Marquette, Seattle, Western Kentucky, Miami and Regis.
Garden oppt)nents will be Cincinnati, Loulsvllle and Dayton.
The ten fresh clubs on the
schedule, some former Xavier
foes, are Marion, Bellarmine, St.
Bonaventure, The Citadel, St.
Mary's, New· Mexico, Creighton,
Loyola (Chicago), Portland and
Regis.
.
Another addition has been the
Hurricane Basketball Classic to
be played December 28 and 29
at Miami, Fla. Contending with
' Xavier in the four team toumey
will be Brigham Young, Miami
<Fla.), and Florida U.

Cat WILDROOT
CREAM·QIL Charlie!

"Big Jim" McCafferty, Xavier's affable Head Basketball Coach,
this week released the Musketeers' 1959-60 hoop schedule. Commented Jim, "It isn't quite as tourgh as last year's, but it is nevertheless a rEWresentative slate." Among the new faces on the schedule
(new in relation to last year) are St. Bonaventure, Regis, The Citadel,
Creighton and Portland.

1959-1960 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Date
Dec. 2
Dec. 6
Dec. 12
Dec. 14
Dec. 19
Dec. 21

Day
Wed.
Sun.
Sat.
Mon.
Sat.
Mon.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Wed.
Sat.
Mon.)
Tues.)

23
26
28
29.

Jan. 2
Jan. 6
Jan. 11
Jan. 16
Jan. 18
Jan. 20
Jan. 22
Feb. 3
Feb. 6
Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 15
Feb. 20
Feb. 24
March 1
March 8

Sat.
Wed.,
Mon.
Sat.
Mon.
Wed.
Fri.
Wed.
Sat.
Wed.
Sat.
Mon.
Sat.
Wed.
T~es.

Tues.

Site
Opponent
Marion College .................................... Fieldhouse
Bellarmine College .......... .... .... .... ........ Fieldhouse
St. Bonaventure ................................ Buffalo, N.Y.
Univ. of Detroit ............................ Detroit, Mich.
Seattle University ...... ........ .................. Fieldhouse
The Citadel ... ;.............................. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
<Miami (0.) vs. Miami (Fla.) )
St. Mary's College .................... '.......... Fieldhouse
New Mexico Univ................................. Fieldhouse
Hurricane Basketball Classic .................. Miami,
Xavier, Brigham Young, ................................ Fla.
Miami <Fla.), Florida U.
Creighton University ....................... ... Fieldhouse
Univ. of Dayton .............................. Dayton, Ohio
Miami Univ. (0.) ............................ Oxford, Ohio
Univ. of Louisville ........................ Louisville, Ky.
Miami Univ. (0.) ................................ Fieldhouse
Western Kentucky State .................. Fieldhouse
Loyola Univ. (Ill.) .................... Chicago Stadium
Univ'. of Portland ................................ Fieldhouse
Univ. of Louisville ................ Cincinnati Garden
Western Kentucky State Bowling Green, Ky.
Univ. of Detroit .................................... Fieldhouse
Marquette Univ...........:....................... Fieldhouse
Regis College ............ .............................. Fieldhouse
Univ. of Dayton .................... Cincinnati Garden
Marquette Univ• .... ;........ :.......... Milwaukee, Wis.
Univ. of Cincinnati .............. Cincinnati Garden

Here at Xavier, however, a
tradition exists which has become an integral part of the
way of life in the springtime.
Every evening, after the sun has
slowly disappeared behind the
trees which shelter the modern
Armory, the medieval Fieldhouse,
and the ancient Union Hall, two
lines for.m at right angles down
on t:he bald, hard surface of the
athletic field.
- These two Jines, two quiverlnr
masses of humanity, are gathering to cheer, or deride, their
favorite teams in the institution
known as intramural slow-pitch
softball.
For the student who has just
polished off a hearty meal in
the cafeteria and desires an hour
eithe1· of rest or exercise before
retiring to the relative quite of
his dormitory room to study, rthis
sport provides the answer.
Two battles are waged almost
every evening on the green
(brown) of the Athletic Field,
attended and enjoyed in various
degrees of seriousness ·by the
students who crowd .the sidelines
to "kid" the participants. ("Kid"
is used here for the sake of
propriety; Xavier students have
a much more appropriate four·
letter word.)
Although the intramural program is well-conducted and the
leagues are run in all seriousness,
many humorous aspects are present. A classification of the vari·
ous types, both of participants
and fans, will point this out.
The umpire who tries to 1please
every;body (the pacificator) ends
up ·pleasing no one, while the
umpire who rules with an iron
hand (the dictator) is quite unpopular.
The sideline fans present an·
other interesting study. Here are

Do K>u Think forAD Yourself?
D
"~"• ·
·
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1. Which would you consider more essential
to a happy marriage: (A) the mates'
similarity in ages and backgrounds, or
(B) their intelligence and adaptability?

8

~~
~
~ •···
'-:.
1' ' ·
- _~. •.....
..ih

A.D aO

6. If you were to come unexpectedly into
a sizable sum of money. would you (A)
bank or invest it and spend only the
income, or (B) take a year off to·
travel around the world?

3. If neither party's candidate in an
election was satisfactory to you,
would you (A) not vote, or (B) vote
for the "lesser of two evils"?

7. Do you think the saying "It never
rains. but it pours"·is (A) generally
untrue, or (B) invariably true?

4. If your performance in a group effort

.

TAKE THIS FAST QUIZ )
AND FIND OUT!~: j

5. Do you believe that the meeting with
your future mate is primarily a matter
of (A) geography, or (B) fate'?

,

2. Which of these two famous men would
- you most prefer to be like: {A) King ·
Midas, or (B) Ludwig van Beethoven?

was being unjustly criticized, would
you (A) settle the score directly with
•your critic, or (B) ignore it and let
the group decide its merits?

(

found the "experts," the "kidders,'• and, of course, those who
can do better than the players
playing, but who never seem to
prove themselves In actual competition.
Because the ball is delivered
with a high arc, any ball .which
is either undercut or topped
takes off with a gl,'eat deal of
spin. Some of the hits, therefore,
are of the "bloody" variety.
Home-runs in this league, however. are usually well-earned.
Because there are four outfielders, and because the ball Is
usually hit in the air, the hit
·must usually be a good Jonr shot
between two fielders.
Errors, of course, can usually,
and often do, facilitate a player's
making a complete, and often
short-winded, journey around
the bases.
Pitchin1 Is, of course, the backbone of slow-pitch softball. Truly
the class of the league when It
comes to hurling Is Don Oberting, a 6-6, 295-pound right·
hander with a wide assortment of
deliveries. Xavier's version of the
"Big 0" has a 2-0 record.
The Cincinnati Redlegs might
fancy 1themselves a power team,
but the 1balance of power is to
be found on this campus, where
games are won by decisive scores . ·
like 19-16 and so on. As was
stated !before, pitching usually
makes the difference.
In a more serious vela, here
are the results of games played
since the league opened:
Bombers 3, Elet D 1
O.C. Boys 13, Bear's Boys 0
Elet m 10, Bombers 5
.
Elet JI 16, Elet Annex 5
Acolkhmkmks 2, o.c. Boys O
AcoJkhmkmks 15, Tourists 10

•

••
·-:• ....
··

-

l'l .

8. Would you rather invest money in:
(A) great art, or (B) diamonds?

9. Are you influenced more in your

choice of filter cigarette by
(A) your own ta~~e and judgment,
or (B) friendly advice?

Next time you light up, take a moment to
think about what you really want in your
filter cigarette. Most men and women who
think for themselves choose VICEROY •••
for the very sound reason ·that it's the one
cigarette with a thinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste.

'•If you checked (B) on three-out of the first
four questions, ancl (A) on four out of the
last five, you really think for yourself!
01111111,11rowa&wm ......onTobllcco~

The-·.M.an. 'Wh0 Th.1nks -ror H.1mseIf Knows....

-~

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKINC9 MAN'S
FILTER ••• A SMOKINC9 MAN'S TASTEI
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A Special Feature
Band Features
Concert, May 16
Just What

by Frllnk Hulefeld
by E. s.
On Saturday, May 16, the XU
Band will present its annual
Who beat? What beat? How
Family Day Concert. The theme beat? Had not Time magazine
for the concert will be music as appropiated the word, the quesfound on Broadway-everything tion would be simple to answer.
from show tunes to swing and For beat ·once univocal is analoclassics.
gous and to different people will
The Band Concerts of the past be different things-all things
have drawn many :favorable to all men. To philosophers like
comments. One of the comments Bernard Geudreau, the beat philabout last year's concert came osophy, . while not explicit is
from Mr. Elmer Fenton, who implicitly rejected in value judgwa:s the chairman of Family ments which reveal a Kantian
Day. Mr. Fenton said, "The pro- ethic-(which seems to come
gram you prepared. was one of down to Prandillo's "Right you
the finest . . . and certainly the are, if you think you are.") An
highlight of the day." The band economist would see the 'beat
is attending night rehearsals in generation as the logical offshoot
order to make this year's concert of a confiscatory tax-rate, the
the equal of last year's.
vanishing opportunity for investThe concert, which will be ment, and inability to accumuhehl in the Armory at '1 :30, will late primary capital. Sociology
feature a . number of soloists. would• inte11pret its phenomenon
The guest soloist-for the third in the light of a maturing-i.e.
consecutive year-will be Fr. solidifying society whose increase
Reinke. At a ·concert held two stra tifica ti on inhibits v er tic a 1
years ago in the Fieldhouse, Fr. · social movement.
Reinke became the first priest to
Beat is more easy to define by
play with a symphony orchestra.
negatives-in
its own. parlance.
He is scheduled to perform again
with the Cincinnati Symphony To ·he ·beat is to be not square,
Orchestra next season. At the not hung-up, not hincty. Thus a
Band Concert, Fr. Reinke will beatnik is one who is a critic
play two numbers. Anyone who of the stifling American Wayattended the last two concerts the square way. He is mobilewill certainly remember his per- not tied down by responsibility
formances and won't want to miss or society. He is cool-willing to
take life as it comes along withhearing him this year.
out too much concern-not
The other soloists will be re- hincty. To him life is a challenge
membered for their performance -for sensitivity~ and understandat the Sodality show, "Time For ing requiring effort and courage.
Music." They are Bob Schaff. .If he does not wish to compete,
stein, Bob Sullivan, Jim Greaney, it does not mean that he is
and Phil Gri!b. Also on the ,prodefeated, but rather that he
gram are two numbers for a
mix_ed choral group composed of
students from XU, OLC, and the
Mount.
The Drug Store Closest To
Sunday, May 17, the band will
Xavier Universitt1
play selections from its concert
MEirose 1-3708
on TV, bringing its concert sea3618 Montgomery Road
son 'to a close.

81umrin1'1 Pharmacy

Is .''BEAT''?
Edelmann
feels he is riding out life in a
more sensible way -the planned
failure of the American middle
class. He wiil fight contingency
in his own way. While they
can't stop our civilization from
pouring water on its clay feet, at
least they have rolled up their
pants.
Where once the "beat generation" was subject of lampoon
and cartoon, it has gained many
sympathic adherents. (Perhaps
this marks its decadence. It has
become the pro.perty of the
scholars.) People who are unwilling to take on the acciden.ts
of a stereotyped bohemianism,
find value in the beatniks' social
criticism-which reflects Ameri. ca's general self-critical attitude.
While its hidden philosophers
speak, its authors run in streams
of consciousness. Kerouac's four
novels, Clellou, Holmes, Go, Go,
Go, and Symbolist influenced
poets Rexroth, Snyder, Ginsberg,
and Corso to give insight into
what, how, ·and who the beats
be· and see.

TUXEDO
RENTAL

LANDEN, LTD.
635 Vine St.
PArkway 1·'1345

The Xavier Accounting Society
officers for . the academic year
1959-1960 are as follows: president, William Laney; 1st vice
president Rodney McMullen; 2nd
vice president, Edward zepf;

treasurer, James Glathaar; secretary, Edwin Gerth; directors,
Peter Heckmueller and Frank
Reilly.
.
.
The results of the election
were announced at the annual'
dinner meeting on Tuesday, April
14.

Atte,.tion Musicians!
Learn modern harmony, theory, analysis.' Dance
Band Arranging. Participate in jazz workshop
ensembles. Private instrumental lessons.
BILL BERRY - Bl. 1-3975

(Brtl&eAtdhoro/''RallrRoundtlieFlag,Bor1t"and,
"Barefoot Bor toiU& Cl&eei.") •

SCHULTZ IS
A MANY SPLENDORED THING
Beppo Schultz, boulevardier, raconteur, connoisseur, sportsman,
bon vivant, hail fellow well met-in short, typical American
college man-smokes today's new Marlboros.
"Why do you smoke today's new Marlboros, hey?" a friend
recently asked Beppo Schultz.
"I smoke today's new Marlboros," replied Beppo, looking up
from his 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double overhead camshaft British sports car, "because they are new."
"New?" said the friend. "What do you mean-new?"
"I mean the ft,avor's great, the filter's improved, the cigarette
is designed for today's easier, breezier living," said Beppo.
"Like this 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive· double overhead
camshaft British sports car?" asked the friend.
"Exactly," said Beppo•
"She's a beauty," said the friend, looking admiringly at the
car. "How long have you had her?"
"It's a male," said Beppo.
·
"Sorry," said the friend. "How long have you had him?"
~'About a year," said Beppo.
.
"Have you done a lot of work on him?" asked the friend.
"Oh, have I not!" cried Beppo. "I have replaced the iiushrods
with a Roots type supercharger. I have replaced the torque with
a synchromesh. I have replaced the tachometer with a double
side draft carburetor.;'
"Grncious !" exclaimed the friend.
"I have replaced the hood with a bonnet," said Beppo.
"Land o' Goshen!" exclaimed the friend.
·
"And I have put gloves in the glove compartment," said Beppo.

-

• •
"coKcu II A ftlQllflllD TRADl•MAllK. COP'"llOHT 0 '"'THI COOA•COLA COMMllY.

Abracadabra
Foolish boy-the best way to make a bottle
of Coke disappear is to drink it! Yes,
swallow after swallow, that cold crisp taste is
so deeply satisfying ••• and the lively lift
is so bright and cheerful the whole day
seems happier, just like magic. So open
sesame! Just u~cap the bottle and get
ready for The Pause That Refreshes!
BE REALLY REFRESHED ••• HA.VB A COKJll

•

Millions of times a year
drivers and students keep
awake with safe NoDoz

let NoDoz" alert you
through college, toQ
NoDoz keeps you alert with caffeine-the same pleasant stimulant you enjoy in coffee. Faster, handier, more reliable: nonhabit-forming NoDoz delivers an
accurate amount of dependable
stimulation . to keep your mind
and body alert during study and
exams until you can rest or sleep.
P. S.: When you need NoDoz,
it'll probably be late. Play •afe,
Keep a •upply handy.

• • •

loHltd under authority of The Coca-Cola Company b1

THE COCA-COLA
.. BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

"My, you have been the busy one," said the friend. "You
must be exhausted."··
"Maybe a trifle," said Beppo, with a brave little smile.
"Know what I do when I'm tired?" said the friend.
"Light a Marlboro?" ventured Beppo.
"Oh, pshaw, you guessed!" said the friend, pouting.
"But it was easy," said Beppo, chuckling kindlily. "When the
eyelids droop and the musculature sags and the psyche is depleted, what is more natural than to perk up with today's new
Marlboro?"
"A great new smoke with·better 'makin's' and a great new
filter!!' proclaimed the friend, his young eyes glistening.
"Changed to keep pace with today's changing world!" declared Beppo, whirling his arms in concentric circles. "A cigarette for a sunnier age, an age of greater leisure and more beck·
oning horizons!"
Now, tired but happy, Beppo and his friend lit Marlboros and
smoked for a time in deep, silent contentment. At length the
friend spoke. "He certainly is a beauty," he said.
"You mean my 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double over- .
head camshaft British sports car?" asked Beppo.
"Yes/' said' the friend. "How fast will he go?"
find the
"Well,
,, I don't rightly know,''
. said Beppo. "I«:> can't
starter. .
· ··
ie~ Mu 111111111u

The !!.f! 1tey awake tebl•t•v•ll•ble everywhere

11 rou're 1llckln1 "'Ith the food old non-filter el1arette, ,au
can't do better than Philip Morrl.-a mild, rleh, ta1l111moke,
made "" the people "'ho make Marlboro..
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In June
Mr. Lande1·s is married and has
3 children and has -been at
?CUEC 81h years. His occupation
is that of Specialist in Security
Relations at General Electric.
JENDA A. LENG is an English
maj~r and will get a B.S. degree.
He is now a Social Worker for
the County Welfare Department.
Jenda is not married. He has
been at _the EC 3 years and on
the Dean's List 1 semester. He
attended Creighton U., Omaha,
Nebraska for 2 years, U of San
Francisco for 3 years, and U. of
California for 1 semester and
summer school. He plans to
pursue a Masters in English and
to enter Adult Health Education.
JOSEPH I. LONNEMANN is
receiving a B.S. in B.A. with a
major in accounting. He is assistant Cost Accountant at Econ
Meat Packers. Mr. Lonnemann is
married and has 2 children. In
his 6 years at XUEC he has ibeen
on the Dean's List 1 semester.
He attended 1 year at Villa
Madonna College and before that
was at St. Gregory's Seminary.
MISS MARY ALICE MCDONOUGH is a secretary for the
Paragon Paper Company. She is
an economics major and is receiving a B.S. degree.
WILLIAM T. MCNEAL will
receive a B.S. B.A; in accounting.
He is a paymaster at the McDonald Printing Company. Mr.
McNeal is single. He attended
Ohio State University for 1 year,
and Franklin University for 2
years.
EDWARD J. MILLER is getting his degree in business adminisfration with a concentration in General Business. He is
assistant Personnel Manager for
the Ohio Knife Co. Ed is married
and has 4 children. During his
6 years at XUEC he has been
on the Dean's List twice. His
plans for the future include a
Master in Personnel Management from X.U.
CLARENCE J. NEUMANN is

also receiving a B.S. B.A. His
major is accounting. He_ is married . and has 2 children. His
· employer is General Electric
where he is an accountant. Mr.
Neumann has been in attendance
8 years at XUEC.
. ROBERT L. O'BRIEN's degree
is a B.S. B.A., and his major is
accounting. He is an employee of
the Grippo Pretzel Company
~vhere he is an accountant. Bob
is married and has one child. He
has been around the EC, for 8
years.
JAMES F. PHELAN, JR. will
?btain a B.S. in economics. He
is a sales trustee at the Philip
Carey Company. He attended
XUEC for 1 year after having
been at the day campus for
31h years.
HERBERT A. PICK's concentration is General Business. He
will rec;eive a B.S. B.A, Mr. Pick
is a supervisor for the Western
Southern Life Insurance Company. He is married and has 3
children. He has attended the
Day Division for 3 years and the
Evening Division for 3 years-. He
will go on for a Masters---.probably in Education.
JOHN E. RAY will receive a
B.S. B.A. with a concentration
in· General Business. He works
in the Associate Trust Department of the First National Bank.
John is single (amongst the
eligible). He has been at XUEC
for 81/2 years. He hopes to get a
Masters in econ<>mics.
FRANK D. RHODES is an
economics major and will have

a B.S. B.A. degree. Frank works
as a laboratory technician for
P & G; he is married and is an
expectant father. He has been at
XUEC for 3 years and also attended Caney Junior College at
Pippa Passes, Kentucky, for 3
years. His plan for the future is
to receive a Masters in Business
Administration from XU.
JOSEPH E. STEFFEN will
receive a B.S. B.A. degree in
Accounting. He is a driversalesman for French-Bauer. Mr.
Steffen is married and has 4
children. At XUEC he spent 7
years, four times on the Dean's
List. He also attended Villa
Madonna College and is going on
for a Masters.
WILLIAM SUTLIFF, JR., will
receive his B.S. in June. His
major is economics, and •he is
employed at GE as a supervisor
in the_ production control_ depart-·
ment. Bill is married and has 3
children. He previously attended
Miami University for 2 years
and has been at XUEC 51;2 years.
He plans to receive a Masters in
Marketing from Xavier.
JOHN D. THAMANN's degree
will be B.S. B.A. His major is
General Business. John is married and has 3 children. He is a
buyer for Shillitos. He has attended the EC for 5% years and
has been on the Dean's List twice.
JEROME E. TURNER is a
psychology major and will receive a B.S. degree. His occupation is that of staff employee for
the Mayor's Friendly Relations
(Continued on Page 8)

Fol' Meal• at Home •••
For Lunche1 at Work

0#'

Sdtool .••

...-----~~-----QUALITY

HOMOGENIZED Mlll

v

OIEKD

10 CREAM

(with Vitamin D)

1My can't be beat as Healthful Food
. cmd Refreshing Dessert I At yovr Favorffe
Food Store I For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-lllO, or ask 'f04I' French-Bauer driverl
~
~ •I
111'111 DA11Y PIOOUC1S S94CI , . .
~·~f
t1ae,,..,r•

..,,_.._.._.1o ....

../
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" ... and two cartons of Camels for our leader/ '',/

·•

More people drop in for Camels than any other
cigarette on earth. It stands to reason : the best
tobacco makes the best smoke. The Camel blend
of costly- tobaccos has never been equalled for rich
flavor and easygoing mildness.
Put l'!d• and fancy stuff In tit• pa1f •••

II. 1. De111old1 Tobacco Co.,' Wlnllon•lalem, N. 0,

·Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL
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E.C. Grads
C!=ontinued from Page 7)
Committee, City of Cincinnati.
Mr. Turner is married and has
attended 1 year at the EC; prior
to that, he attended the day
school for 3 years. He wants to
receive a Masters in psychology
or sociology.
ROBERT H. VENARD :will
get a B.S. B.A. with his major in
General Business. Mr. Vernard
is an IBM supervisor for tne
Ohio National Life Insurance
Company. He is married. He
attended UC for 3 years and
XUEC for 5 years. His plans ·
include a Masters in business at
XU.
DONALD M. WIEDEMAN,
graduating magna cum laude,
wlll receive a BS in Psychology.
Don is an investigator for the
Retail Credit Company. Be Is not
married and bas been at XUEC
for 5 years and has gone to XU
day school and UC Evening Col·
lege.
WILLIAM H. BACHER will
receive a certificate in accounting. Married, Mr. Bacher works
at the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company.
ROBERT L. DAULT will also
receive a certificate in accounting. He is married. and w~rks as
a bookkeeper at the Hilltop
Building Materials Company.

. receiving a certificate in Labor children. He works in the Trust
Relations. Bill is married and Department of the Central Trust
has 4 children. He ;works at the Company. He was on the Dean's
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company in the personnel depart- List twice and lias attended the
ment. He has attended the EC · EC for 4 years.
for 6 years. He plans to advance
ELMER L. WIETHORN is
in personnel work in the future. receiving·a certificate in accountTHOMAS J. GLATTHAAR this ing. He is married and has 7
June will get a certificate in
children. H!'? is a partner in a
Business Administration. He
works in the Credit Department night-club and restaurant. He
at General Motors Acceptance has attended the EC for 7 years
Corporation. Tom is married and and plans to continue studies for
has 2 children-another on the a B.S. in Business Administraway. He wants to go on to a tion.
B.S. in Business Administration.
WILLIAM E. GLENN will :II III II IIIII111111111111111111111111111111111 u
receive a certificate in Transpor- 5
5
tation and Traffic Management. §
NEW
He is married and works as a
5
secretary ~or the Southern Rail:
ENGLAND
:
way.

=

THOMAS H. HENNIGAN is
receiving a certificate in Traffic
Management. Tom is married
and has 4 children. He works for
the Midwest Transfer Company.
He was on the Dean's List 1 year
and has 1attended the EC for 5
years. He expects to go on for a·
degree in Business Administration.
JOHN J. RIPBERGER will
receive a certificate in accounting. John is married and has 3

DAIRY

Cincinnati, Ohio

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

656 EAST McMILLAN

GIESTING
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3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
''World's First Specialized Muffler And Brake Service"

Accounting Winners

Engl/sh: DELEGATES TO A JAZZ CONVENTION
/

When the secretary -of this meeting makes notes; he uses
a saxophone. The chairman is the only
guy who can rap hfs gavel with a syn·
copated beat. The delegates (in Thinklish it's hepresentatives!) come from all
schools of jazz: hot, cool, and room temperature. But they're in perfect harmony
on one thing: the honest taste of a Lucky
Strike. Get Luckies yourself. (You'll
trumpet their praises.)
Thlnllllsh lranslaflon:

U·HAU&

How TO MAKE •25

... lor moving student bodies
Phi Beta Kappas, fraternicy ·
men and WBW's* find that
U·HAUL rental trailers .
are handy for toting home
grandfather clocks, the
five-foot shelf of Playboy,
lefcover Prom daces and
other miscellaneous accumulacions. You can
haul almosl anything in a
low-cost U·Haul trailer.

Take a word-substitute, for example. With it, you can make an artificial
hedge (shrubstitute), a washing machine (tubstitute), an English lemonade stand
(pubstitute) and dehydrated food (grubstitute). That's Thinklish-and it's that
easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best-your check is
itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt.,Vemon, N.Y.
Enclose your name, address, college or university and class.

•would.be Wheels

Get the genuine article

Get· the honest taste
of a LUC~Y STRIKE
BE 1-9922; Kl 1·9633; ME 1-9567;
UN l·CCH; PB 1·9768; VA 1-9190

.... 1'.C..>

WO 1-2474

=
Two Mighty Good Men To Know
-§= ·---------------------------------.
22 Years Experience
-5=
BRAKES
MUFFLERS
RELINED
:
INSTALLED FREE
-§--=
$17.50
CAR-LIFE
AND UP
GUARANTEE
-5=
MUFFLER MAN-THE~BRA·KE MAN

is

The Cincinnati Chapter National Association of Accountants
Manuscript Writing contest winners are as follows: 1st place,
- William McGurn, Xavier University, ,graduate division; 2nd place,
Robert E. Begley, Jr., Miami
University; 3rd place, ,Basher S.
David, Xavier University, graduate division; and 4th place,
Robert A. Lander, Xavier University, Evening College.

FOODS

=·

LOUIS A. FLAHERTY also
receives a certificate in accounting. He is married and works as
a claims r~presentative for the
Etna Casualty Surety Company.
He had attended William and
Mary College ifor 2 years.
F.

111 STAR

•

MISS MARILYN G. DICkMAN
is receiving a certificate in General Business. Marilyn works as
a secretary for the American
Red Cross. She has attended the
EC for 8 years. At this time Miss
Dickman does not plan to go on
for further studies.

WILJLIA:M

.

The Shield of Quality

5

~ 118 East Sixth Street ~

-
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MILLER'S ALL STAR
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